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Chapter 2811

Zhifei came to Zhiyu in the middle of the night with one goal in mind: to find out what
Zhiyu and mother had been through and who had saved them.

He also overheard his mother explaining the particular process of her encounter, which
is the so-called version of the tale in which a mysterious individual was there who saved
them but never turned up, at the dinner table.

Zhifei still has the feeling that something is wrong, even though there are no apparent
flaws in reasoning.

Furthermore, his grandfather Chengfeng suspected that this incident was linked to his
Grace, who had saved him and his sister in Japan, and he wanted to speak with Zhiyu
privately to see if she could make sense of her.

“Zhiyu, you haven’t suffered much these days, right?” Zhifei inquired as soon as he
entered Zhiyu’s bed.

“No…” says the speaker. “Father, didn’t you mention that you didn’t have any
resentment at the dinner table?” Zhiyu asked, moved. “Instead, I ate and slept every
day and developed a lot of meat.”

“There’s none…”

Zhifei sighed and exhaled a breath of relief: “Brother is worried that I will be affected.

After all, it would be difficult to sustain minor injuries in such a large car accident.”

Zhiyu agreed and listened to what he said: “It’s only a minor issue. After all, they’d
assembled a highly qualified medical staff.”



Zhifei inquired, intrigued:

“What did you think about the mysterious person who rescued you and mother, Zhiyu?

Why did they come to your aid quietly? And they continued to handle you quietly,
without warning the outside world.”

“I’m not sure.” Zhiyu shared her thoughts as follows:

“I’m not sure how to say this… After all, I haven’t seen anybody and they haven’t
explained why they have come to save us…”

“Zhiyu, sharing the truth with your brother, is there any secret that you didn’t say in front
of grandpa and others at the dinner table?”

Zhifei asked seriously.

“No, I’m talking about the actual case,” Zhiyu said quickly.

“Zhiyu, the one who rescued you and mother, isn’t he the Grace, right?!” asked Zhifei,
frowning.

Zhifei’s abrupt sentence caught Zhiyu off guard. She came to her senses after a while
and immediately denied:

“Why would this happen… I had previously exhausted all avenues for locating my
Grace. Furthermore, the Grace should be in Japan, and he will not visit Aurous Hill.”

Chapter 2812
Zhifei has been watching Zhiyu’s expression for a while now.

Zhiyu’s face was clearly uncomfortable and anxious when he spoke about Grace, and
her denial was also a little bit of a cover-up, he noticed.

He was almost positive that his sister was lying based on his interpretation of her.



The Grace who saved him and his sister in Kyoto, Japan, should be the one who really
saved her and mother this time!

Zhifei got jittery just thinking about it!

“Grace is a top-tier specialist with outstanding strength.

He stays unharmed and can easily destroy many top ninjas on his own.

The Su family would almost certainly be unable to withstand such strength…”

“It would prove that he was in Aurous Hill if he really rescued Mom and Zhiyu!

This will include an explanation for the second uncle’s and father’s disappearances.
There isn’t a second choice besides him…”

“Even though he rescued Mom and Zhiyu, if this is done, he will most likely be on the
opposing side of the Su family…”

As a result, Zhifei decided to get more details.

At this point, he sighed lightly, looked at Zhiyu, and said, somewhat disappointed:

“Zhiyu, we grew up together and have always had a great friendship, as well as having
shared life and death in Japan.

There are 11 million reasons in my heart for your good, what can you hide from me as
an older brother?”

When Zhiyu heard this, she couldn’t help but feel bad, and her tone of voice became
even more bottomless, and she said, “Brother…I don’t have…”

Zhifei enquired: “Are you a total moron? I haven’t seen you in a long time? You’re in this
state, so you’re obviously lying.”

Zhifei, as he put it, said helplessly: “Hey, what are you trying to hide from me by saying
this?



The Grace is not just your Grace, but also mine. He saved our lives, and I know you and
I both want to repay him! If he really saved you and mother this time, then he owes our
Su family four lives.

If I have the opportunity, I would kneel to thank him in person, but you keep covering up
here; won’t I ever have the chance to thank my Grace in person?”

Zhiyu’s psychological defense was shattered all of a sudden.

She was unaware that her brother Zhifei had already started moral kidnapping.

She found herself in a predicament all of a sudden.

On the one hand, she promised Charlie that she would not reveal his true identity

Her brother, on the other hand, seemed to have figured out the gist of the situation and
stated that. Now she didn’t know how to deny it.

Chapter 2813
Zhiyu felt like this after thinking about it: “Because my brother guessed correctly, I’ll
confirm his guess so he doesn’t get upset.

I will not reveal any additional detail about Grace.”

“Brother, you guessed it right, Grace saved me and mom…” she had no choice but to
say.

Zhifei felt a groan in his chest.

“Of course…”

“It is indeed very fiery…

Grandpa has never seen Grace, so he can assume he is the one.



I’m afraid I won’t be able to recall this degree unless he reminds me…”

So he pretended to be ecstatic and exclaimed enthusiastically:

“Oh, no! It is, without a doubt, my Grace! That’s awesome!

When would you take me to meet my Grace, Zhiyu? I need to thank him personally!”

“Brother, I don’t know where the Grace is…” Zhiyu hurriedly said.

Zhifei inquired, surprised: “What exactly do you mean? Didn’t you happen to note
Grace’s details?”

Zhiyu expressed her thoughts as follows:

“I saw him, but Grace remained silent and advised me to keep my mother’s identity a
secret.

His last name is unknown to me, and mother and I were previously limited by him. We
don’t have any more details about him.”

She expressed her fear that Zhifei would not believe her and then added: “Grace is a
mysterious man who refuses to reveal anything about himself. You are also aware of
this.

Don’t mention him the first time he saved us. He didn’t want to say anything to the two
of you.

Perhaps this top player has a bad temper…”

When Zhifei learned this, he couldn’t help but be saddened.

He didn’t have any doubts about Zhiyu’s argument.

Since that Grace is extremely low-key and cold, unable to leave any traces for anyone.

He hurriedly said, “Thinking about this,” “Grace, in my opinion, must be in Aurous Hill.



Then we’ll be free to continue searching for him.

The variety is much narrower this time than it was previously. I assume we will be able
to follow some leads!”

Zhiyu feared her brother would notice the hints, so she pretended to agree with him and
nodded repeatedly:

“You are right, brother! This is something I was just curious about.

It should be much easier to find Grace now that we can narrow the distance to a city in
Aurous Hill!”

She hurriedly said again after she finished speaking:

“However, we must maintain a low profile and avoid making a big deal out of it.

After all, he’s concealed his identity, and he doesn’t want us to find him. If he sees us,
he will become enraged, even aggressive. Perhaps he’ll leave Aurous Hill!”

Chapter 2814
When he had the information he needed, Zhifei told Zhiyu,

“Zhiyu, you must be tired as well, so take a break early and we’ll talk about it tomorrow!”

“All right, brother,” Zhiyu said with a nod.

“All right, I’ll go back to my room and relax,” Zhifei said as he stood up.

Zhiyu returned to the bed after sending him to the door.

In her mind, she was still thinking about Charlie’s appearance, and the entire person
was completely absorbed.



Zhifei entered the room with trepidation at this point. “Grandpa, I asked Zhiyu, this time
who rescued her and mother.

It is indeed the Chinese who saved us both in Japan…” he said in a voice message to
his grandfather Chengfeng.

Chengfeng sat alone in the study, not sleepy, and drank tea. He suddenly slumped in a
chair after hearing this, unable to move for a long time.

“How can such a powerful person be an enemy of the Su Family?” he wondered aloud.

“Could it be…Is it because I enraged him over Liona’s actions?” he wondered.

“But what does this have to do with defensiveness and offensiveness? Why are they
kidnapped?”

“That guy saved Zhiyu twice; he must have a close relationship with her; if Zhiyu
enrages me because of her mother, this mysterious master will undoubtedly be used by
her in the future, and it will undoubtedly be to my detriment.”

“Furthermore, even if the He family agrees to work with me again, I’m afraid it will be a
drop in the bucket; this person is too powerful to imagine, how can this family match
him?”

Chengfeng was even more terrified at this point.

“I just take the initiative to plead guilty to Zhiyu and her mother,” he reasoned, “and if
Zhiyu can alleviate the hatred toward me, it might be changed…”

But then he thought to himself, “No…this appears to be incorrect!”

“Even if Zhiyu despises me, she has no reason to despise her biological father! Her
father was sent to Australia by me and was not involved in the car accident that killed
her mother, so she has no reason to let the master attack her father.

Furthermore, her second uncle has nothing to do with this matter, but both of them have
vanished one after the other.



“In this way, the whole thing seems to be different from what I thought before; this
enigmatic master shouldn’t act solely on Zhiyu’s preferences; he should act on his own
preferences…”

“Because his criteria is based on his own likes and dislikes, he must target the Su
Family and my children for his own reasons…”

“When did my Su family offend him?” asks the narrator.

Chengfeng was on the verge of going mad, and he couldn’t find out why.

He now just has the impression that the individual as a whole is extremely insecure.

Chapter 2815
After all, the adversary was capable of killing many top ninjas with his own hands.

If he really comes to the gates, I’m afraid the Su Family’s current defensive ability won’t
be able to handle it!

He immediately dialed Anson after thinking about it. He blurted out, “Anson, where are
you?!?” as soon as the call was connected.

Anson’s surroundings were a little claustrophobic, and the helicopter engine roared
loudly.

“Boss!” yelled Anson, “I’m going to Mocheng; it’s just around 100 kilometers away, and
I’ll be there in half an hour!”

“Anson, please remember it for me; in any case, you must invite the He family to me;
even if it doubles on the basis of 2 billion, I will not hesitate to let them go as quickly as
possible; let the family move to this Suzhou within a short period of time!” Chengfeng
hurriedly said.

“Master, is there anything wrong?” Anson inquired.

“Don’t ask too many questions,” Chengfeng exclaimed.



“Remember what I said: it’s best to let them leave early tomorrow morning, and then I’ll
send a big plane to pick them up!”

“All right!” Anson said quickly, sensing the urgency of the situation. “Then I’ll try to
persuade Luther tonight!”

After a half-hour.

A low-altitude, fast-flying helicopter interrupted the calm of Mocheng in the middle of the
night.

The helicopter flew by, heading straight for He’s compound.

Luther was waiting in the courtyard at the time, wearing a thin coat.

Before getting off the plane and switching to the helicopter, Anson called him.

Luther didn’t want to see the Su family at all, even if it was just the Su family’s
housekeeper.

Anson, on the other hand, said that he was sent by the old man Su and that he didn’t
look at the monk’s face in order to see the Buddha’s face. Luther was a little perplexed.

He knew in his heart that, despite the fact that the He family was a martial arts family
with a natural aptitude for fighting and killing, they were nothing compared to the Su
family.

Martial arts masters have only represented the wealthy since ancient times.

Who would dare to provoke the wealthy, aside from the fledgling stunners?

Even a martial arts family with hundreds of years of history, such as the He family,
should not offend the powerful;

otherwise, if you really annoy the other party, the hook might ruin the He family’s
hundreds of years of history.



As a result, Luther thought that if Anson came on Mr. Su’s behalf, he couldn’t explicitly
contradict his face, but he had to do a good job on the surface.


